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DESCRIPTION
Some jackets that are so classic, they become icons. Our versatile Midlayer 
Crew is one. Its Insulated Polartec® 100g fleece lining will keep you warm and 
comfortable, while a Helly Tech® Protection outer layer makes it waterproof, 
windproof and breathable. Perfect for a variety of conditions, both on deck 
and ashore, and light enough to work as a midlayer underneath a tougher 
jacket in rough conditions. Features like a removable hood, handwarmer 
pockets, quick-dry lining, adjustable cuffs, and a one-hand adjustable hem, 
have helped make this a trusted favorite among sailors.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Polartec® fleece-lined comfortable collar
Hip length

CREW HOODED MIDLAYER JACKET
CODE: 33874-597 CODE: 33874-001

DESCRIPTION
If you take one jacket on your next sailing trip, go for our favorite marine 
midlayer. Designed with our proprietary HELLY TECH® Protection fabric – plus 
fleece lining – the all-purpose Crew is breathable while keeping you warm 
and dry. We enhanced it with the little things that count: a warming collar, 
adjustable cuffs, and dual hand pockets with brushed lining.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining

CREW MIDLAYER JACKET
CODE: 30253-162

DESCRIPTION
Our classic shell sailing jacket delivers performance versatility for all your sail-
ing adventures. Constructed with our trusted Helly Tech® Protection, the Crew 
is waterproof, fully-seam sealed, windproof and breathable. Extra features 
that make your sailing trip better include a packable hood, a high fleece-lined 
collar, comfortable mesh lining and a drawcord adjusted length.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Mesh-lined for comfort
Polartec® fleece-lined comfortable collar
Hip length

CODE: 33875-597

CREW HOODED JACKET

Hip length
Dual hand pockets with brushed lining
Adjustable cuffs
Embroider friendly

Hand pockets with zip
Stow away hood in collar
Adjustable bottom hem
Race ID Back Neck pocket
Embroider friendly

Hand pockets with zip
Stow away hood in collar
Adjustable bottom hem
Race ID Back Neck pocket
Embroider friendly



DESCRIPTION
The Helly Hansen Crew Softshell Jacket features a soft membrane that pro-
tects against the elements in a classic design with branded sailing-inspired 
details. This is a fantastic model that protects against the wind and offers a 
little bit of warmth. Can be worn under another layer thanks to its ergonomic 
cut and stretch fabric. 

FEATURES
Material: 90 % polyester and 10 % elastane
DWR treatment without PCF
 Water-repellent laminated soft membrane fabric
 Chest pocket with zip closure
Hand warmer pockets with zip closure
Girth seal trim on collar
Helly Hansen logos printed on collar and back of shoulder
Printed HH® Logo On Thigh Pocket
Thigh Pocket with YKK® Zip Closure

CREW SOFTSHELL JACKET
CODE: 30223-597

DESCRIPTION
Our technical sweat hoodie is made in a spacer fabric featuring use of 66% 
recycle polyester.

FEATURES
Recycled Polyester Face
Double Side Jersey Spacer Knit
YKK® Front Zip
YKK® Zippers In Pockets
Laminated Detail At Pockets
Adjustable Hood
Double Fabric Cuff and Hem
Hydropower Design Capsule Badge At Sleeve
HH® Logo
Composition

CODE: 30209-990

57% Polyester - Recycled
31% Viscose
9% Polyester
3% Elastane

HP OCEAN FZ JACKET

DESCRIPTION
Our classic shell sailing jacket delivers performance versatility for all your 
sailing adventures.  Constructed with our trusted Helly Tech® Protection, 
the Crew is waterproof, fully-seam sealed, windproof and breathable. Extra 
features that make your sailing trip better include a packable hood, a high 
fleece-lined collar, comfortable mesh lining and a drawcord adjusted length.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Mesh-lined for comfort
Polartec® fleece-lined comfortable collar
Hip length

W CREW HOODED JACKET

CODE: 33899-598

Hand pockets with zip
Stow away hood in collar
Adjustable bottom hem
Race ID Back Neck pocket
One hand bottom hem adjustment
Embroider friendly



DESCRIPTION
Our Crew Jacket is a marine style for all your sailing adventures. In sea spray 
or strong wind, Helly Tech® Protection fabric keeps you dry and comfortable. 
Sealed seams and a high collar up your protection level. The clean, classic, 
hip-length cut also looks great on land.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining
Hip length

CREW JACKET

CODE:30263-853

DESCRIPTION
We upgraded our performance fleece sailing jacket with a taller collar and 
zip pockets, increasing versatility and core warmth. Like the rest of the Crew 
series, it’s designed so you have room to add your own logo with your team’s 
branding service, if you choose.

FEATURES
Chin guard
High collar for comfort
Technical Knit Jersey Fabric
4-way stretch fabric
Regular Fit
Hand pockets with brushed lining
HH® printed logo

CODE: 30357-597

W CREW FLEECE JACKET

Adjustable cuffs
Pockets with zip
Embroider friendly

57% Polyester - Recycled
31% Viscose
9% Polyester
3% Elastane

DESCRIPTION
Men’s Ervik by Helly Hansen®. The Ervik jacket combines clean esthetics with 
fully waterproof Helly Tech™ technology.

FEATURES
Helly Tech™ Protection
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2 Ply fabric construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining
Fixed hood
One hand hood adjustments
Front storm flap

ERVIK RAIN JACKET

CODE:64032-596



DESCRIPTION
This cozy fleece jacket is a must-have. It performs for outdoor activities and 
urban style. Wear it as a layer all year round for comfort and warmth. 
Planet-friendly, this vest is made with 100% recycled materials.

FEATURES
100% Polyester (Recycled)
CB Inseam :74
Weight gms :310.0
Fitting :Regular

TEAM DAYBREAKER FLEECE JACKET

CODE: 51871-597

DESCRIPTION
A versatile full-zip jacket for year-round comfort.
This super-lightweight full zip design is a must-have. With great full year ver-
satility, this lightweight brushed fleece top works just as well for both sport 
and casual.

FEATURES
Polartec®
Full YKK® coil zip front opening
Flatlock seams for low bulk
HH logo embroidery at the chest
YKK® coil zipped hand pockets

CODE: 51598-591
DAYBREAKER FLEECE JACKET



HP 1/2 ZIP PULLOVER

DESCRIPTION
A half-zip pullover featuring technical double-knit polyester jersey.
An active lifestyle calls for high performance apparel. This 1/2 zip pullover in 
technical double knit polyester jersey gives light protection against cold, is 
quick dry and very comfortable to wear on what ever water related adventure 
you set out to do.

FEATURES
X-Cool quick dry fabric
Technical double knit polyester jersey
High collar with YKK zipper
No side seam for extra comfort
Raglan sleeve for freedom of movement
Contrast piping at neck zip
Multiple marine inspired printed graphics

CODE: 54213-599

DESCRIPTION
A waterproof jacket in a technical all purpose marine design made together 
with input from professional racers. With unrestricted freedom of movement 
and providing warmth and protection against the elements it features a 
full stretch construction and utilizes mesh lining and fleece collar and hand 
warmer pockets.

FEATURES
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2 ply fabric construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Lined for comfort
Quick dry lining
Hip length

CODE: 34069-597

W HP RACING JACKET

Hand warmer pockets
Adjustable cuffs
One hand adjustable hem
Full stretch construction
HH Logo at Chest

DESCRIPTION
Designed for coastal and inshore sailing, our Pier 3.0 Jacket is made with HELLY 
TECH® Performance fabric. Fully waterproof, windproof and breathable, it’s made 
for trips when you need light yet sturdy protection. We’ve added a packable 
hi-vis hood, double storm flaps, and drainage to deliver more security in bad 
weather. Built with insights from professional sailors and coastal workers, this 
jacket has all the essential features for you’ll need at sea years to come. 
The bib with YKK® two-way front zipper keeps out the sprays and splashes. 
Reinforced, articulated seat and knees mean you have optimal mobility on deck 
for years to come.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Performance fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
Profiled High collar with
Adjustable double cuff seals
Fleece-lined hand warmer pockets

PIER 3.0 JACKET - PIER 3.0 BIB
CODE: 34156-597 CODE: 34157-597

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Performance fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
YKK® two-way front zipper
Reinforcement fabric on seat and knees
Articulated seat and knees for optimal mobility



DESCRIPTION
A super-versatile vest for men who want the true marine style, with added 
protection and comfort and a design that also looks great on land. The HELLY 
TECH® Protection fabric is windproof, waterproof and breathable. The vest 
features a hip-length cut and a protective collar to be suitable in all condi-
tions, and is also a true favourite among teams and clubs with its ID race 
pocket at the back neck and a clean design.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Lined for comfort
Hip length cut
Adjustable bottom hem

CREW VEST

CODE: 30270-853

DESCRIPTION
A super versatile vest for women who want a true marine style, with added 
protection and comfort and a design that also looks great on land. The HELLY 
TECH® Protection fabric is windproof, waterproof and breathable. The vest 
features a hip-length cut and a protective collar to be suitable in all condi-
tions, and is also a true favourite among team and clubs with a clean design.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Hip length
Adjustable bottom hem

W CREW VEST

CODE: 30290-853

DESCRIPTION
A super-versatile vest for men who want the true marine style, with added 
protection and comfort and a design that also looks great on land. The HELLY 
TECH® Protection fabric is windproof, waterproof and breathable. The vest 
features a hip-length cut and a protective collar to be suitable in all condi-
tions, and is also a true favourite among teams and clubs with its ID race 
pocket at the back neck and a clean design.

FEATURES
HELLY TECH® Protection fabric
Waterproof, windproof and breathable
2-layer construction
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) treatment
Lined for comfort

CREW VEST
CODE: 30270-990 CODE: 30270-853

BLACK GREY FOG

Hip length cut
Adjustable bottom hem



Hip length cut
Adjustable bottom hem

DESCRIPTION
A performance long-sleeve polo shirt for any activity with Tactel® quick-dry 
material.

FEATURES
Quick Dry Tactel® Waffle Pique, 195G/M²
Buttoned Front Placket
Rib Collar
Side Split
HH® Logo At Sleeve

CREWLINE LS POLO

CODE: 34050-597 CODE: 34050-001
NAVY BLUE WHITE

WHITE

CODE: 34047-001

DESCRIPTION
A clear cotton shirt for a casual marine style and a more formal style at the 
yacht club. The blank space for embroideries on the chest and the technical 
design with a small HELLY HANSEN logo on the back make the Crew Club LS 
Shirt the perfect classic club top.

FEATURES
Chest Pocket
HH custom buttons, one spare button
Clean design
No shoulder seam for extra comfort
HH Logo at center back

CREW CLUB LS SHIRT

CODE: 34047-509
BLUE

WATERWEAR LONG SLEEVE
CODE: 34023-001

DESCRIPTION
Men’s Waterwear Medium White Long Sleeve Rash Guard by Helly Hansen®. 
A full-stretch, mens lycra rash guard with UPF 50+ rating. A lycra rash guard 
with UPF 50+ rating. that was developed with the input from national team 
dinghy racers. This full-stretch, protective rash guard provides maximum 
performance, so youll have the advantage in any regatta.

FEATURES
Full Stretch Nylon Lycra
UPF 50+
No-chafe Flatlock seams
Fully printed design
Anti slip bottom hem
Connect to shorts loop



W CREW TECH POLO
CODE: 33984-597

DESCRIPTION
A short-sleeve performance polo shirt made of quick-dry Tactel® fabric.

FEATURES
Quick Dry Tactel® Waffle Pique
Buttoned Front Placket
Rib Collar and Sleeve Cuffs
Side Split
Embroidered HH® Logo On Chest

CODE: 33984-001
NAVY BLUE WHITE

CODE: 54233-001
CREWLINE POLO

CODE: 54233-597
NAVY BLUE WHITE

DESCRIPTION
A quick-dry, crew polo shirt for any performance activity.

FEATURES
Quick Dry Tactel® Waffle Pique, 195G/M²
Buttoned Front Placket
Rib Collar and Sleeve Cuffs
Side Split
HH® Logo At Sleeve

DESCRIPTION
Men’s Tech Large Navy Crew Base Layer Top by Helly Hansen®. A comfortable 
crew for any activity this season. HH Tech products are lightweight technical 
tops for multisport activities. It has a lightweight fabric that wicks moisture 
away and feels soft and comfortable next to skin.

FEATURES
Technical Polyester main fabric
140 gm/m² fabric
Quick dry and Wicking
Flat lock seams for great next to skin comfort
Regular fit impeccable quality

TECH CREW BASE LAYER TOP
CODE: 48364-597 CODE: 48364-930

NAVY BLUE WHITE



DESCRIPTION
Women’s Helly Hansen HH TECH T-shirt products are lightweight technical 
tops for multisport activities. It consists of a lightweight fabric that wicks 
moisture away and feels soft and comfortable next to skin.

FEATURES
Synthetic fabric
Quick dry and Wicking
Flatlock seams for next to skin comfort
140gm/m2 fabric

W HH TECH T-SHIRT

CODE: 48373-930
LIGHT GREY

DESCRIPTION
The HH Tech T-Shirt , which you can use with comfort in all your sports activ-
ities and daily city life , is designed with an extremely soft and light Polyester 
flexible fabric that absorbs moisture. 

FEATURES
Extremely soft and lightweight Polyester stretch fabric that wicks moisture
comfortable fit
130g weight (L Size)

HH TECH T-SHIRT

CODE:48363-930

CODE: 48374-001

DESCRIPTION
The HH Tech Crew for women are lightweight technical tops by HELLY HAN-
SEN for multisport activities with next-to-skin comfort.
HH Tech Crew are light weight technical tops by HELLY HANSEN for multis-
port activities. It has a light weight fabric that wicks moisture away and feels 
soft and comfortable next to skin.

FEATURES
Quick dry and Wicking
Flat lock seams for great next to skin comfort
Regular fit
Center back: 66 cm
Weight (size M): 130 g

W HH TECH CREW LS

CODE: 48374-597
NAVY WHITE



DESCRIPTION
Helly Hansen® Logo hoodie in 100% cotton French terry. Designed with a 
large classic Helly Hansen® logo on chest

FEATURES
Soft Cotton French Terry
HH® Logo Artwork Across Chest
Jersey Lined Hood
Kangaroo Pocket
Cotton Drawstring At Hood
Ribbed Hem and Sleeve Cuffs

HH LOGO HOODIE

CODE: 33977-597

W SIREN HOODIE
CODE: 34140-597

DESCRIPTION
This soft brushed, quick dry fabric has been a go-to favorite amongst 
sailors for a long time. The Siren Hoodie takes this functional fabric into 
a modern and sporty silhouette that works both on its own and as a 
layering piece. Imported.

FEATURES
X-Cool quick dry fabric
Technical double knit polyester jersey
Hoodie silhouette
Pull cord adjustment to bottom hem

SKAGEN QUICKDRY RUGGER
CODE: 34046-596

DESCRIPTION
A quick-dry, superlight and sporty rugger.

FEATURES
bluesign approved product
X-Cool quick dry fabric



DESCRIPTION
A short sleeve T-shirt for men in a up to date modernized classic fit. Light-
weight and comfortable quality 100% cotton single jersey T-shirt manufac-
tured in Europe. A classic style that features a large HH® logo on the chest.

FEATURES
Cotton single jersey
Helly Hansen® logo artwork across chest

HH LOGO T-SHIRT

CODE: 33979-597

YU PATCH TSHIRT
CODE: 53391-597

DESCRIPTION
A comfortable 100% cotton t-shirt with a classic HH® street lifestyle design.

FEATURES
Young Urban is a series of technical garment and sportswear inspired by 
HH’s heritage in the outdoors. The YU Patch T-shirt combines classic HH® 90s 
design with a soft cotton main fabric

NORD GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
CODE: 62978-980

DESCRIPTION
A classic cotton mix tee shirt with graphics inspired by our home in Norway

FEATURES
Cotton Polyester Mix T-Shirt Fabric
HH® Nord Graphic Logo On Across Chest



DESCRIPTION
A classic cotton mix tee shirt with graphics inspired by our home in Norway

FEATURES
Cotton Polyester Mix T-Shirt Fabric
HH® Nord Graphic Logo On Across Chest

NORD GRAPHIC T-SHIRT

CODE: 62978-001

CODE: 62977-949

DESCRIPTION
This laid-back, long-sleeve tee is made for comfort. We used 80% cotton and 
20% poly, so it’s soft and holds its shape. The fjord and mountain graphics 
are an ode to the mighty nature in our home: Norway.

FEATURES
Cotton polyester mix t-shirt fabric
Helly Hansen® Nord graphic logo on across chest

NORD GRAPHIC LONGSLEEVE

HELLY HANSEN YU20 LS T-SHIRT 
CODE: 53465_001

DESCRIPTION
LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT IN WHITE WITH ARM PRINT
T-shirt by Helly Hansen A fresh addition Crew neck Long sleeves Chest and 
sleeve print Regular fit



DESCRIPTION
A performance short-sleeve polo shirt for any activity with quick-dry material.

FEATURES
Quick Dry Tactel® Waffle Pique, 195G/M²
Buttoned Front Placket
Rib Collar and Sleeve Cuffs
Side Split
Embroidered HH® Logo On Chest

DRIFTLINE POLO
CODE: 50584-488

DESCRIPTION
Simple Helly Hansen THALIA SKIRT with a mid-thigh length will catch your 
eye. It is made from a soft, quick-drying material. The cut and draping makes 
it flattering on most body shapes.

FEATURES
Pleasant material
Wicking finish
Thigh length
Elasticated waistband at the back

W THALIA SKIRT

CODE: 33964-596

DESCRIPTION
This perfect getaway weekend pant is superlight and comfortable with a 
fashionable fit, flattering tapered legs and elasticated waist with drawstring 
cinching. Slant hip pockets add to the great looks of these pants. Quick-dry 
fabric with 4-way stretch make this pant suitable for a multitude of outdoor 
activities or just when you want to look and feel great at the office or out on 
the town.

FEATURES
X-Cool
Elastic Waist
Hand pockets
Composition
Shell: 86% Polyester, 14% Elastane
tumble dry,Iron low heat,Do not dry clean
Fitting: Regular

W THALIA PANT
CODE: 53057-596



CREW CHINOS
CODE: 34126-702 CODE: 34126-597

CODE: 33996-597

DESCRIPTION
Our favorite softshell quick-dry cargo pant.

FEATURES
Quick Dry Ripstop
Cargo Pockets
Slant Hip Pockets
Secure Back Pocket with YKK® Zip Closure
Zip Fly
Snap and Hook Button
Belt Loops
HH® Logo
Hanger Loop

HH QD CARGO PANT
CODE: 33996-720

NAVY BLUE

NAVY BLUEICED COFFEE

DESCRIPTION
Classic men’s chinos in a slightly tapered fit for a casual marine style.

FEATURES
5 Pocket Design
Front Fly with Zipper
Belt Loops
Jeans Style Button
HH® Logo

FALLEN ROCK

HP RACING PANT
CODE: 33866-597

DESCRIPTION
A straight leg pant for men in 2-way stretch fabric for comfort
This pant also features UPF 40+ protection and two water resistant zippered 
hand pockets for when you’re on or near the water this season.
Weight: 320g

FEATURES
Windproof
Extremely breathable
Very lightweight
Highly durable



DESCRIPTION
Hardwearing men’s cargo shorts, featuring easy-access cargo pockets and a 
durable construction.

FEATURES
Durable Nylon Oxford Quick Dry Fabric
Cargo Pockets
Embroidery Friendly Design For Team Usage
Zip Fly with Single Flat Button Waist Closure For Minimum Bulk
Hand Pockets
Secure Back Pocket with YKK® Zip Closure
Gusset Crotch For Freedom Of Movement
Belt Loops
Printed HH® Logo On Thigh Pocket
Thigh Pocket with YKK® Zip Closure

CREWLINE CARGO SHORTS
CODE: 33937-597

DESCRIPTION
A pair of classic sailing shorts for women in a 2-way stretch, quick-dry fabric
Great for long days near or on the water and fit with the breathable technolo-
gy you need to stay comfortable this summer.

FEATURES
Comfortable stretch softshell fabric with DWR finish
Hand pockets with YKK® zipper
Back pocket with YKK® zip closure
Zipped front fly with HH® button and hook top closure
Printed HH® logo and marine graphic

CODE: 34028-597

W HP RACING SHORTS

HP RACING SHORTS
CODE: 33867-597

DESCRIPTION
These classic, simple and quick-drying Helly Hansen HP RACING 
SHORT shorts are suitable for yacht activities but they also look repre-
sentative enough for light dinners on a shore during hot summer days. 
They are made from a stretchy, quick-drying material for maximum 
comfort.

FEATURES
Quick-drying material
UPF 40+
Simple design



DESCRIPTION
Men´s inshore sailing pants with durable reinforcements and strategically 
placed pockets.
Low cut sailing pants that are made for freedom of movement. Constructed 
with 2ply ® fabric with mesh lining for comfort. Reinforced seat and knee and 
strategically placed pockets makes this a og-to choice for the inshore racer 
that wants a low waist.

FEATURES
Helly Tech® Performance
2 ply fabric construction
Mesh-lined for comfort
Fully seam sealed
Durable Water Repellency treatment (DWR)
Seat and knee reinforcements

HP FOIL PANT

CODE: 34011-853 CODE: 34011-990
BLACKGREY FOG

Hip length
Adjustable waist



SKAGEN F-1 OFFSHORE
CODE: HHA11312597

DESCRIPTION
The Men’s Skagen F-1 Offshore is high-performance sneaker hybrid features 
an open-mesh construction that enhances breathability, and flexibility, whilst 
the seamless, engineered structural overlays protect the feet from both deck 

hardware and rocks.

FEATURES
Upper: HH® Max-Vent, HH® Quick Dry, HH® Pro Guard
Midsole: HH® Hover-Stride, 2nd Density EVA, HH® Max-Comfort Insole, Serdia 
Clarino (UV-Activated Antibacterial Technology)
Outsole: HH® Surround-Grip, HH® Free-Flex, HH® Hydro-Grip, HH® Storm 

Siping, Non-Marking Rubber

HEEL HEIGHT
82mm

DESCRIPTION
Ideal for summer days, the new SCURRY V3 shoes are super breathable and 
with a quick-drying fabric. The outsole is made of HELLY GRIP rubber that 
provides greater cushioning.
They are light, comfortable and perfect shoes for walks in front of the sea. It 
has an EVA insole that provides softness with each step. Its braided fit design 
allows for greater support and stability. Internally padded and with a handle 
on the back for easy use.

SCURRY V3
CODE: 11550-597

AHIGA V4 HYDROPOWER
CODE: 11582-597

DESCRIPTION
Helly Hansen has designed for you the ideal sports shoe! A versatile design 
that guarantees comfort.

MATERIALS
Upper : Synthetic
Lining : Textile
Insole : Synthetic
Sole : Rubber



DESCRIPTION
Protect yourself from the sun with our branded cap with the HH® logo on the 
front.

FEATURES
100% Cotton
Washed Finish
Back Adjustment
HH® Logo On Front
1 Size Fits All
Unisex

DESCRIPTION
A unisex sun visor with quick-dry fabric and an HH® logo on the brim and an 
adjustable back.

FEATURES
100% Cotton
Washed Finish
Back Adjustment
HH® Logo On Front
One Size Fits All

CODE: 67160-990

CREW CAP
CODE: 67160-001

LOGO VISOR

CODE:67161-597 CODE: 67161-001

BLACK

NAVY BLUE WHITE

WHITE



CODE: 67147-990
BLACK

DESCRIPTION
Helly Hansen® brand beanie with a HH® logo.

CODE: 53648-990

HH BOX BEANIE

DESCRIPTION
Helly Hansen® brand beanie with a knitted outline HH® logo on the side with 
an updated fit and construction.

OUTLINE BEANIE

CODE: 67147-591
TROOPER



DESCRIPTION
Sailing Small White/Black Polyester Wrist Gloves (67771_990-S) by Helly 
Hansen®. Durable long finger leather gloves for sailing in conditions where 
extra protection is needed. Durable long finger leather gloves for sailing in 
conditions where extra protection is needed.

FEATURES
Durable long finger leather gloves for sailing in conditions where extra pro-
tection is needed
Built to last, comfortable, and stylish
Made from innovative materials using modern-day technologies
Made to provide impeccable quality

CODE: 67771-990

THE OCEAN RACE BELT

SAILING GLOVE

DESCRIPTION 
Durable, mountain inspired, belt
Fiber Content: 100% Polyamide

WEIGHT
88

CODE: HHA20220597

HH ADVENTURE BELT

DESCRIPTION
Your new everyday, outdoor inspired, stretch belt that will keep your pants 
where they need to be.

FEATURES
Stretch belt
Easily adjustable
Embossed HH® logo

CODE: 67413-990



CODE: 67192-598

DESCRIPTION
For even the smallest adventurers

FEATURES
Fiber Content: 100% Polyester

THE OCEAN RACE 

DESCRIPTION
Polartec® Classic 100g Microfleece lightweight stretch neck.

COMPOSITION
Shell: 100% Polyester (Recycled)

CODE: 67921-990

POLARTEC NECK

DESCRIPTION
A dependable, waterproof dry bag is a must-have for boat life. This is our 
most spacious and sturdy dry bag to keep your essentials safe in bad weather 
and rough seas. We built it using extra-strong 420D nylon with waterproof 
TPU backing and innovative, radio-frequency welded seams to keep moisture 
out. The Ocean Dry Bag has a secure roll-top with buckle closure. A remov-
able shoulder strap makes it easy to carry loading and unloading the boat.

FEATURES
Made from 420D Nylon with TPU backing
Removable shoulder strap
Radio Frequency welded seams ensure complete waterproofness
Note: these bags do not provide waterproof protection if completely sub-
merged

HH OCEAN DRY BAG XL

CODE: 67371-222



DESCRIPTION
100% Polyester with DWR and PU backing
Volume: 25 L
Adjustable straps
Front pocket with key clip and organization
Main compartment with unpadded sleeve
Printed lining
Synthetic leather trim
Well padded shoulder straps with air mesh
Backing for comfort and ventilation

CODE: 67000-421

K OUTDOOR BACKPACK

KITSILANO BACKPACK

DESCRIPTION
Recommended use: Leisure 
Main material: 100% polyester 
Material thickness: 600 denier 
Fabric treatment: PU coated, DWR treated 
Fabric properties: water repellent 
Carry system: Carry strap 
Additional features: inside zip pocket, front compartment 

CODE: 67035-990



DESCRIPTION
A lightweight dry bag that is excellent for outdoor activities. Keep your valu-
ables dry in these packable dry bags.

FEATURES
Made from lightweight 70D Nylon with TPU backing
Roll-top with buckle closure
D-ring attachment point
Fully taped seams to keep out water
Note: these bags do not provide waterproof protection if completely sub-
merged STD

DESCRIPTION
The large U-shaped opening helps the bag stay standing, even when empty, 
and the lined side pocket allows you to separate your shoes from your 
clothes. The bag also features hidden shoulder straps in the top lid pocket 
and similar to our trolley’s, the main zipper is lockable for safe traveling.
Fiber content:100% Polyester

FEATURES
Main Zipper Is Lockable
Separate Shoe Pocket For Storage Of Shoes Or Clothes
Large U-Shaped Opening Into Main Compartment
Hidden Padded Shoulder Straps In Top Lid Pocket
600D Polyester with TPU
Pac-Free
YKK® Zippers

CODE: 67373-990

H/H SCOUT DUFFEL 70L

HH LIGHT DRY BAG 7L

CODE: 67442-990

DESCRIPTION
The large U-shaped opening helps the bag stay standing, even when empty, 
and the lined side pocket allows you to separate your shoes from your 
clothes. The bag also features hidden shoulder straps in the top lid pocket 
and similar to our trolley’s, the main zipper is lockable for safe traveling.
Fiber content:100% Polyester

FEATURES
600D Polyester with TPU

H/H SCOUT DUFFEL 90L

CODE: 67443-990




